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An outstanding question in X-ray single particle imaging experiments has been is the feasibility
of imaging sub 10-nm-sized biomolecules under realistic experimental conditions where very few
photons are expected to be measured in a single snapshot and instrument background may be
significant relative to particle scattering. While analyses of simulated data have shown that the
determination of an average image should be feasible using Bayesian algorithms such as the EMC
algorithm for near-perfect diffraction patterns, this has yet to be demonstrated using experimental
data containing realistic non-isotropic instrument background, sample variability and other experi-
mental factors. In this work, we show that the orientation and phase retrieval steps work at photon
counts diluted to the signal levels one expects from smaller molecules or with weaker pulses using
data from experimental measurements of 60-nm PR772 viruses. Even when the signal is reduced
to a fraction as little as 1/256, the virus electron density determined using ab initio phasing is of
almost the same quality as the high-signal data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The potential of X-ray free electron lasers to image
biomolecular structures at room temperature without the
need for crystallisation has been one of the goals driv-
ing the development of high peak brightness XFELs. For
many years, theoretical studies backed by simulated data
have suggested that near-atomic resolution of isolated
non-crystalline proteins should be possible with currently
available XFEL sources [1, 2]. To date, published results
have have focused on large or symmetric particles such
as viruses in the 60-500nm size range where the higher
signal levels from larger particles is ideal for methods de-
velopment [3–6]. Results from the single particle imaging
initiative at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [7]
have been in a similar size range [8, 9].
Imaging individual proteins has so far proven more elu-
sive due to the lower signal-to-background from smaller
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sized particles and a lower than expected rate of single
particle diffraction pattern acquisition [6]. While theo-
retical studies indicate that molecular imaging should be
achievable using Bayesian algorithms such as the EMC
algorithm [10] for near-perfect data simulated assuming
currently available XFEL parameters [2], this has yet
to be demonstrated using experimental data containing
realistic instrument background, sample variability and
other experimental factors.
This paper addresses the question of whether these
above-mentioned experimental effects pose a fundamen-
tal roadblock to diffraction-pattern alignment and phas-
ing algorithms in the low signal limit. We achieve this
using experimental rather than simulated data. The ap-
proach taken is to start with experimentally measured
data and progressively reduce the photon count to lev-
els similar to those expected from smaller particles such
as individual proteins. This process also mimics data
that would be recorded from the same size particles us-
ing weaker X-ray pulses such as will soon be available
with a high repetition rate from the LCLS-II upgrade.
We start from data collected by the SPI initiative from
60 nm PR772 viruses [9] to 8.5-nm resolution. Weak data
was generated by keeping only a small, random fraction
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2of photons from each experimental snapshot. These re-
duced data, or ‘diluted’, patterns contain just a smat-
tering of photons which often look like pure noise to the
eye. While simulations [10, 11] and proof-of-principle ex-
periments [12–14] have previously been performed with
such “homeopathic” photon counts of much less than one
photon per pixel, they have been performed in relatively
controlled conditions with low signal being the most sig-
nificant hurdle.
In addition to diffraction from the virus particles,
each diffraction pattern contains instrument background
caused by a range of experimental sources. Any struc-
ture in the instrument background does not depend on
particle orientation, thus after orientation determination
this background appears as a spherically symmetric func-
tion incoherently added to the 3D Fourier intensities of
the object. To account for this background, we develop a
modified iterative phasing algorithm which isolates and
retrieves this background while reconstructing the elec-
tron density, and also show that phase retrieval is robust
to statistical noise.
The paper is set out as follows. The reconstruction
pipeline and the results of its application to the full data
set are described in Section III, and a set of metrics in-
cluding the Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) and Phase
Retrieval Transfer Function (PRTF) for quantifying re-
construction resolution and fidelity are defined in Sec-
tion IV. The experimental data sets are then subsam-
pled by randomly selecting a fraction of photons in every
frame, followed by orientation and phasing of the sparsi-
fied photon counts in Section V. The quality of the elec-
tron densities obtained using the subsampled data sets is
evaluated and compared using the metrics of reconstruc-
tion quality defined in Section IV.
We find that the reconstruction quality persists for a
significant reduction of data quantity: even when the
signal is reduced by as much as 1/256, quality metrics
show the virus electron density determined using ab initio
phasing is of almost the same quality as the high signal
data. This suggests that given sufficient number of single
particle diffraction patterns from sub-10 nm biomolecules
with current XFEL parameters (assuming a proportion-
ate reduction in instrument background), or from 60-nm
viruses with a pulse 256 times weaker, one can obtain re-
liable 3D electron densities with the methods presented
here. In order to obtain higher resolution, many more
patterns will be required to achieve sufficient statistics.
This may be soon within reach with advancements in
sample delivery methods as well as with high-repetition-
rate XFEL sources such as the European XFEL and
LCLS-II.
II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
Diffraction snapshots of aerosolized PR772 viruses
were collected at the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS) as described in [9]. Briefly, diffraction patterns
were recorded on a pnCCD detector in the AMO instru-
ment at the LCLS [15] at a photon energy of 1.6 keV with
the detector placed 586 mm downstream from the X-ray-
sample interaction point, giving a resolution of 11.8 nm
at the center-edge of the detector and maximum resolu-
tion of 8.4 nm in the corner of the detector. This data
set is available for download from the Coherent X-ray
Imaging database [16] as CXIDB 58.
The data set consists of 14 772 frames with an aver-
age signal level of 395 876 photons/frame. For a 60 nm
virus, the speckles were around 100 pixels wide. The
pixels were therefore binned by a factor of 4 in both
dimensions after photon conversion to reduce compu-
tational costs. Excluding bad pixels and the central
speckle, where the detetor was often saturated, there
were 34 783 photons/frame on average. There were on
average 22.2 photons/speckle at the detector corner.
Diffraction patterns were recorded at a repetition rate
of 120 Hz, however only a small fraction of the X-ray
pulses interacted with an object. These so-called “hits”
included not only interactions with PR772 virus parti-
cles but also with water droplets, multi-particle clusters,
and patterns with detector artifacts. Such spurious pat-
terns need to be excluded from analysis. Reddy et al.
[9] describe the classification of the single particle pat-
terns using various machine learning methods, with the
data for this study based on the classification by man-
ifold embedding [17] to obtain a data set consisting of
14 772 single virus diffraction patterns.
III. RECONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE
The PR772 virus electron density was reconstructed
in a two-step process, illustrated in Fig. 1 and detailed
below. First, the orientations of a set of noisy diffrac-
tion patterns of mostly identical objects in random ori-
entations with variable incident fluence were determined
to produce a 3D intensity volume using the EMC algo-
rithm [10]. The three dimensional diffraction volume was
then phased using a background-aware phase retrieval al-
gorithm to arrive at the real-space electron density using
a combination of the Difference Map [18] and Error Re-
duction [19] algorithms.
A. Alignment: Determining the 3D reciprocal
space intensity distribution
Orientation determination, alignment and scaling of
the diffraction patterns into a 3D diffraction volume was
performed using the Dragonfly software [2]. Data was
provided to Dragonfly in photon counts since the pnCCD
detector used in this experiment could resolve individual
1.6 keV photons. A Poisson noise model was therefore
used in Dragonfly. Both the orientation as well as a rel-
ative scale factor was estimated for each pattern to ac-
count for incident fluence fluctuations and variations in
3FIG. 1. Reconstruction of the virus electron density from
measured diffraction snapshots is a two step process. First,
the orientations of a set of noisy diffraction patterns of mostly
identical objects in random orientations with variable incident
fluence (top left) are determined to produce a 3D intensity
volume (top right). The three dimensional diffraction volume
is then phased using a background-aware phase retrieval al-
gorithm to arrive at the real space electron density (bottom).
The electron density is shown as both an isosurface plot and
a slice through the center of the object.
impact parameter of the virus relative to the beam. The
predicted intensities on the detector for a given orienta-
tion were multiplied by this scale factor before calculat-
ing the probability distribution over orientations (PDOs).
These scale factors were updated every iteration using
the current estimate for the PDO for each pattern. In
order to avoid convergence issues due to the high signal
per pattern, the PDO was raised to the power of the de-
terministic annealing parameter, β. This parameter was
increased from 0.001 by a factor of
√
2 every 10 iterations.
The detailed procedure used for this reconstruction is de-
scribed in Appendix A.
B. Phasing: Iterative phase retrieval with
background estimation
The three dimensional diffraction volume from Drag-
onfly was phased to arrive at the real space electron den-
sity using a background-aware iterative projection phase
retrieval algorithm as described in Algorithm 1. The up-
date rule for this algorithm consists of a modulus pro-
jection defined to incorporate a spherically symmetric
background intensity which is incoherently added to the
diffraction signal (“Background aware”) in addition to a
support constraint on the electron density consisting of a
fixed number of voxels rather than a static mask (“Voxel
number support”).
The iterate Ψ is comprised of both the real space den-
sity ρ(x) and background B(q)
Ψ = {ρ(x), B(q)} (1)
In practice this consists of two 3D volumes, one for the
real-space electron density and the other for the square
root of the background intensity. The calculated inten-
sity is the sum of the intensity from the particle plus the
background,
Icalc[Ψ](q) = |F [ρ](q)|2 +B2(q) (2)
where F [ρ] is the discrete Fourier transform of the elec-
tron density ρ. The modulus projection rescales both
terms by the ratio to the measured Fourier magnitude,
PM [Ψ] =
{
F−1
[√
Imeas(q)
Icalc(q)
F [ρ](q)
]
,
√
Imeas(q)
Icalc(q)
B(q)
}
(3)
where Imeas(q) is the measured intensity.
The support projection imposes two different con-
straints on the two halves of the iterate, ρ and B. A
constant N is chosen at the beginning representing the
number of voxels inside the particle for which the density
is allowed to be non-zero. In this case we choseN = 2000.
The modulus-squared electron density values are sorted
and the highest N are left unchanged while the rest are
set to zero. The background intensities, B(q), are re-
placed by the spherically symmetric version i.e. the in-
tensities in each radial bin are replaced by their average.
The derivation that both these operations are projections
is given in Appendix B. Further details regarding mask-
ing and alignment of reconstructions from different ran-
dom starting models are discussed in Appendix C.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code describing the iterative phas-
ing of a 3D intensity volume with spherical background
retrieval and a voxel number support. The modulus and
support projections, PM and PS are described in Sec. III.
1: function ER(x)
2: return PM (PS(x))
3: end function
4: function DM(x)
5: β = 0.7
6: fM (x) = (1− 1/β)PM (x) + (1 + 1/β)x
7: fS(x) = (1 + 1/β)PS(x) + (1− 1/β)x
8: return x+ β [PM (fS(x))− PS(fM (x))]
9: end function
10: for i in 1 to 400 do
11: Ψi ← Uniform Random
12: Ψi ← ER(Ψi) (100 times)
13: Ψi ← DM(Ψi) (200 times)
14: Ψi ← ER(Ψi) (100 times)
15: end for
16: Align all Ψi
17: Calculate Phase Retrieval Transfer Function (PRTF)
18: return Average over all aligned Ψi
4C. Reconstruction from the full data set
The results of applying the above two-step reconstruc-
tion method to all 14 772 patterns are shown in Fig. 1.
The 3D intensity shows strong icosahedral symmetry
even though this constraint was not enforced during the
reconstruction. The resolution corresponding to the edge
of the spherical volume of intensities is 8.4 nm. Af-
ter iterative phasing, the electron density shown in the
bottom row was obtained. The contour plot shows an
icosahedron with bulges at each vertex while a slice
through the object centre shows the presence of a double-
walled shell with a slight reduction in density just inside
the outer shell, consistent with other treatments of the
data [20, 21].
IV. QUANTIFYING RECONSTRUCTION
QUALITY
A set of quantitative metrics are required in order to
compare reconstructions and assess overall reconstruc-
tion quality, for reconstructions of both the full and di-
luted data sets. We used two metrics established in the
literature, which we define in this section for clarity, and
applied them to the reconstruction performed with the
full data set described above.
A. “Gold-standard” cross correlations
The first of these metrics, inspired by cryo-electron mi-
croscopy, involves a slight change in the analysis pipeline
itself. The ‘gold-standard‘ Fourier shell correlation from
CryoEM [22] calls for the separation of the dataset into
two equal halves. Each half is analyzed independently,
the final volumes rotationally aligned, and the relative
agreement is calculated as a function of resolution using
the Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) metric:
FSC(q) = Re

∑
|qi|=q
F1(qi)F
∗
2 (qi)√ ∑
|qi|=q
|F1(qi)|2
√ ∑
|qi|=q
|F2(qi)|2
 (4)
where F (q) = F [ρ](q). In practice, the FSC is calculated
in q bins which are shells of a certain thickness.
A similar correlation can also be calculated between
the two half-dataset intensities. In order to increase
the sensitivity of the correlation, the mean is subtracted
in each resolution shell before calculating the cross-
correlation i.e. a Pearson correlation coefficient is cal-
culated in each shell independently.
CC1/2(q) =
∑
|qi|=q
(
I1 − I1
) (
I2 − I2
)
√ ∑
|qi|=q
(
I1 − I1
)2√ ∑
|qi|=q
(
I2 − I2
)2 (5)
where Ik is shorthand for Ik(qi) and Ik is the mean inten-
sity in the resolution shell Ik(q). The increased sensitivity
due to subtracting the mean is most apparent when there
is spherically symmetric background in the intensity re-
construction, as is the case here.
B. Phase Retrieval Transfer Function (PRTF)
The other metric is the phase retrieval transfer func-
tion (PRTF) [23]. This metric measures the reliability of
iterative phasing by (in effect) averaging complex values
over may instances of the phasing process.
The first step in the calculation of this metric is to
reconstruct a large number of independent density vol-
umes from different random starting guesses. At any
given reciprocal-space voxel, q, the argument of the com-
plex Fourier transform of the density (the phase) can be
slightly different in each random start. The value of the
PRTF at that voxel is the complex sum of the unit com-
plex numbers whose argument is the phase, φ:
PRTF(q) =
1
N
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=1
eiφn
∣∣∣∣∣ (6)
where there are N independent density volumes. By con-
vention, the azimuthal average of the PRTF is reported
as a function of the radial coordinate |q|. As described in
Sec. III B, the different reconstructions must be aligned in
real-space before calculating the average. A shift in real
space is equivalent to a phase ramp which will signifi-
cantly lower the PRTF. An uncorrected central inversion
will negate the phase, leading to a similar reduction [24].
One weakness of the PRTF is that it can be unjus-
tifiably high if the support volume is chosen to be too
small. As an extreme case, if the support consists of only
one voxel, the PRTF (after alignment) will be unity ev-
erywhere even though the reconstruction is very poor.
One should therefore have a slightly larger support mask
which includes some voxels with low density. In the re-
constructions performed here, the support volume (2000
voxels) is significantly larger than the nominal volume of
a regular icosahedron with a size corresponding to the
fringe spacing (which would be 1497 voxels).
We calculate the PRTF from 400 independent recon-
structions. This number is important because it needs to
be large enough for the PRTF to converge and the voxels
with irreproducible phases to average down. Consider for
example the case where the phases are completely ran-
dom, in which case the sum is a 2D random walk in the
complex plane with a fixed step size which has an aver-
age distance from the origin of
√
N after N steps. Thus,
the expected lower bound on the PRTF if N reconstruc-
tions are averaged is 1/
√
N , which is 0.05 for the case
of 400 the case here. In keeping with convention, the
threshold value to determine the reproducible resolution
is considered to be 1/e = 0.37.
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FIG. 2. Reconstruction metrics for the full data set as a func-
tion of q. Top: Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) plot with the
dashed line showing the half-bit threshold. Middle: Intensity
CC1/2 plot with the dashed line showing the 0.5 cutoff. Bot-
tom: Phase Retrieval Transfer Function (PRTF) plot with
the customary 1/e cutoff. Error bars represent the standard
deviation across 10 random starts.
C. Metrics applied to full data reconstruction
We applied the metrics defined above to the recon-
structed intensity and electron density calculated using
the procedure described in Sec. III. For the FSC and
CC1/2 calculations, frames were split into and odd and
even halves containing the 1st, 3rd, 5th... and 2nd, 4th,
6th... patterns respectively. This procedure of splitting
is chosen in order for both halves to be similarly affected
by slowly varying drifts in the experiment. It is also
sufficiently random because the “hits” themselves are a
random subset of all the patterns collected.
The FSC and CC1/2 plots are shown in Fig. 2. The
crystallographic definition of q is used with the full-period
resolution, d = 1/q. Each of the metrics gives a slightly
different estimate of the resolution of the reconstruction.
from the half-bit FSC criterion standard common in cryo-
electron microscopy [25], the resolution is 8.75 nm, while
using the CC1/2 = 0.5 cutoff, the intensities are repro-
ducibly reconstructed to a resolution of 9.02 nm. The
purely phasing metric, PRTF, suggests that the resolu-
tion is 10.9 nm for both the even and odd data sets. The
oscillations apparent in the PRTF plot, which manifest
from fringe intensities in the data, further reveal how res-
olution determined by the PRTF metric can be dramati-
cally affected by whether or not values in one of the local
minima happen to lie above or below the 0.37 threshold
value. That the resolution estimates differ is not surpris-
ing given that different quantities are being measured,
and suggests that one should be cautious when report-
ing a single resolution number. The difference between
values further suggests being very conservative with the
precision to which resolution is quoted in publication: the
mean resolution estimated above is 9.5 nm with a stan-
dard deviation of 1.1 nm, in which case quoting resolution
to three significant figures is certainly not appropriate.
One should further be careful comparing resolution be-
tween publications to make sure that the same values are
being compared.
V. REDUCING THE AMOUNT OF DATA
We now turn our attention to the effect of reducing
the amount of data on reconstruction quality using the
analysis pipeline described in Section III. Data quantity
is reduced in one of two ways. Diffraction patterns can
be made weaker to simulate the effect of imaging smaller
particles or the effect of a lower intensity X-ray beam.
This has two effects: firstly orientation determination is
expected to become harder as there is less information
in each pattern from which to determine the orienta-
tion, and secondly the signal-to-noise ratio of the recon-
structed 3D intensities is reduced making phase retrieval
more challenging. Alternatively, the number of diffrac-
tion patterns can be reduced to simulate the effect or a
smaller data set consisting of fewer diffraction patterns of
the same signal strength. Computationally reducing the
data in this way avoids confounding factors from working
with different data sets collected at different times under
potentially different experimental conditions.
A. Reducing diffraction pattern intensity
To simulate measurement of weaker diffraction pat-
terns we computationally reduced the number of pho-
tons in each image to produce diffraction patterns with
fewer photons drawn from the same experimental data
sets. Reducing the number of photons in each diffrac-
tion pattern was done by applying a Bernoulli process to
each photon with a certain probability to keep or discard
the photon. These selection fractions, p, were reduced
from 2−1 to 2−10 in steps of powers of two. Due to the
Poisson nature of the photon counting statistics, this sim-
ulates the effect of a factor p weaker incident pulse. The
effect of applying this process to a particular diffraction
pattern is shown in Figure 3. The average number of
photons per frame after photon dilution is shown in Ta-
ble I, from which it can be seen that photon counts per
frame decreases from nearly 35,000 photons per frame at
full strength to only 33 photons per frame when diluted
to 1/1024 strength.
Reconstruction of the 3D intensity from weakened data
was performed in the same manner as previously de-
scribed for all data sets using identical Dragonfly re-
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FIG. 3. Four versions of the same diffraction pattern showing
the reduction of photons/pattern by a given selection proba-
bility, p. In each case, the color scale maximizes at 4 photons
per pixel. (a) Original pattern (b) p = 1/4 (c) p = 1/16 (d)
p = 1/256
construction parameters for all data sets except for the
schedule of the deterministic annealing parameter β. A
low value of β was not necessary when the signal level
was low since this parameter acts to solve convergence
issues for very high signals by broadening the PDOs.
Appendix A contains details of the parameters for each
subset. The 3D intensities from Dragonfly were phased
with identical parameters in every case to generate elec-
tron densities. Each reduced data set was split into two
halves and independently reconstructed in order to calcu-
late the “gold-standard” FSC and CC1/2, and this whole
process was repeated 10 times to obtain error bars on the
metrics.
The results of reducing signal strength are summarized
in Fig 4. In Fig 4(a) we plot one metric, CC1/2, as a
function of q for both the full data set and a selection
fraction of p = 2−8 = 1/256. Fig 4(a) shows that the
reconstruction from the reduced data shows a slightly
decreased quality metric compared to the full data set.
In order to summarise the results as a function of
resolution for many different photon dilution levels, in
Fig4(b)-(d) we plot each metric in grayscale versus both
selection fraction and q, where color represents the met-
ric value. The green dashed line in Fig. 4(b) marks the
somewhat arbitrarily chosen CC1/2 = 0.5 cutoff, and
shows how the resolution of the intensity reconstruction
becomes progressively worse as p is reduced. One cause of
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FIG. 4. Dependency of reconstruction metrics on selection
fraction. (a) Plots of CC1/2 vs q for the full data set and for
a selection fraction of p = 2−8 = 1/256. Error bars repre-
sent the standard deviation across 10 different random half
datasets and the dashed line represents the CC1/2 = 0.5 cut-
off. To represent dependence on selection fraction, we plot the
metric in grayscale versus both selection fraction and q in pan-
els (b)-(d) with the color representing the metric value. (b)
CC1/2, the green dashed line shows the q for the CC1/2 = 0.5
cutoff; (c) PRTF, dashed line shows the typical PRTF= 1/e
cutoff, and (d) FSC, where the metric never went below the
standard half-bit criterion. Each plot is the average of 10
random subsets.
this reduction is just the graininess of the reconstruction
due to insufficient total signal. Similarly the green line
in Fig. 4(c) represents the the typical PRTF= 1/e cut-
off. The step decrease in resolution shown by the PRTF
in Fig. 4(c) occurs when the overall PRTF decreases to
the point where the next local minima falls below cut-
off threshold, Fig 2. The resolution estimated by each
metric is tabulated in Table I.
From the metrics alone one immediately notices that
the electron densities do not suffer from such a drastic
falloff in resolution at very low signal. In effect, the sup-
port constraint during phasing restores the smoothness
of the speckles even when the total number of photons
per 3D speckle (Shannon voxel) is low, partially negating
the effect of insufficient total signal. For the highest pho-
ton dilution (p = 1/1024), the average signal level used
to determine the orientations is just 33.9 photons/frame.
We also studied the effect of reducing data on the his-
togram of electron density values retrieved in real space.
Figure 5 shows the histogram of electron densities inside
the support mask for three different selection fractions.
The plots are averaged over the 20 phasing runs for each
fraction (10 random subsets and two halves per subset).
7Fraction ph/fr Frames CC1/2 PRTF FSC
1 34 783.2 14 772 9.02 10.19 8.75
1/2 17 349.3 14 772 9.16 9.16 8.75
1/4 8674.5 14 772 9.33 9.16 8.75
1/8 4337.3 14 772 9.50 9.33 8.75
1/16 2168.6 14 772 9.69 9.33 8.75
1/32 1084.3 14 772 9.69 9.33 8.75
1/64 542.2 14 772 11.2 9.50 8.75
1/128 271.0 14 772 11.2 9.50 8.75
1/256 135.5 14 772 11.4 10.9 8.75
1/512 67.8 14 772 11.7 10.9 8.75
1/1024 33.9 14 772 20.1 11.2 8.75
TABLE I. Data statistics as a function of selection fraction.
The photons per frame described in the second column refers
to photons outside the central speckle as discussed earlier.
The last three columns give the resolution in nanometers ac-
cording to the standard cutoff criteria for the respective met-
ric.
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FIG. 5. (a) Histogram of reconstructed electron densities for
three different selection fractions. The voxels with low den-
sities are present because the support is slightly larger than
the particle. At higher photon counts, one can see a sepa-
ration between the higher densities in the core of the virus
compared to the capsid shell. This distinction disappears at
the very low signal levels corresponding to p = 1/1024. (b)
Slices through representative electron densities with the same
selection fractions. One can see the gradual disappearance of
the double-shell structure with reducing fraction.
The histograms clearly show the degradation in quality
as signals are reduced, with the average reconstructed
particle tending towards a uniform icosahedral blob with
no internal structure. Additionally, the presence of the
low density voxels is reassurance that the support was not
too tight and the calculated PRTF not artificially high.
For selection fractions above 1/32, the histograms and
densities were nearly identical, and are hence not shown
for clarity. The difference in electron density histograms
suggests that differences in the real space electron den-
sity may not be entirely reflected in all of the reconstruc-
tion metrics, and that metric cutoff values used to assess
resolution may on their own paint a partial picture of
reconstruction quality.
B. Reducing number of patterns
An alternative method of reducing the total number
of measured photons is be to select a random subset of
full intensity diffraction patterns. By this method one
approaches the limit of a few bright patterns.
From the total number of 14 772 , 10 random subsets
were generated with 8192, 4096, 2048, 1024 and 512 pat-
terns respectively. Each of these subsets was split into
two halves (the even and odd patterns) and indepen-
dently reconstructed. The CC1/2 plots for the intensity
reconstructions for each of the subsets is shown in Fig 6.
Using this approach the metrics remain largely unaffected
provided more than 2048 patterns in total are used (1024
in each half data set), indicating that the reconstruction
was very stable and supports the hypothesis that there
was more than enough data for this resolution. However,
with 1024 frames (512 frames in each half), the recon-
struction failed 4 out of the 20 times. What happens in
this case is that if the number of patterns is reduced too
much, they do not fill the 3D reciprocal space volume,
leading to artifacts in orientation determination. Since
a unique assignment of orientation for just 512 patterns
would be insufficient to fully populate reciprocal space,
the reconstruction only succeeds due to the PDOs being
broad when β is low. Even so, there are times when the
3D intensity collapses into a single, or a few planes: ori-
entation determination effectively fails and all frames are
assigned to one or a few orientations. Fortunately, this
failure mode is easy to identify and exclude from aver-
aging. The failed reconstructions have been retained in
this work for the sake of completeness. Other algorithms
which use additional constraints on the intensity, from a
restricted real-space support, or from additional point-
group symmetries, may have better performance in this
limit of a few very bright patterns.
VI. DISCUSSION
By sub-sampling the experimental data from PR772
viruses measured in Reddy et al. [9], we show that the
814772 8192 4096 2048 1024 512
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FIG. 6. Intensity CC1/2 vs q plots as a function of number of
frames in the data set. Like in Fig. 4, each column represents
a plot or a different number of frames.
reconstruction quality is essentially same as from the full
data set with as few as 135 relevant photons/pattern, cor-
responding to 0.087 photons/speckle at the detector cor-
ner. This approaches the limits of prior work using simu-
lated data [1][2] or proof-of-principle experiments under
highly controlled conditions not realistic for single parti-
cle imaging [12][14]. By way of contrast, the results here
are based on data derived from experimental measure-
ments on PR772 viruses incorporating particle variabil-
ity and instrument background, demonstrating that the
signal required for X-ray single particle imaging under re-
alistic conditions is much lower than previously demon-
strated especially in terms of the number of scattered
photons required per frame.
From this numerical experiment we conclude that
current SPI algorithms should be capable of process-
ing experimental single particle diffraction patterns from
biomolecules of ∼ 9 nm diameter under currently demon-
strated exposure conditions. Alternatively, the photon
flux in the X-ray focus can be 256 times smaller than
currently available at LCLS for particles of the same size
as PR772. Furthermore, algorithms appear to be more
robust for the case of many weak hits than a small num-
ber of very strong hits. We also note that while the
reduction in photons/pattern effectively simulates effect
of a weaker XFEL pulse, the extension of this method
to smaller particles is not so direct. In order for that to
hold, one also requires that the parasitic scatter is also
proportionately reduced. We note that significantly lower
background has already been achieved [8] than present
in this PR772 data set.
From this analysis we conclude that analysis algo-
rithms on their own are not the current limiting factor
for SPI imaging. Low background data collection has al-
ready been demonstrated in the data set of Munke et al.
[8] to 6A˚ resolution. Unfortunately there were insuffi-
cient hits from the entire beamtime for a reconstruction
to be feasible. The analysis here suggests that signal lev-
els may have been adequate had sufficient single-particle
diffraction patterns been collected. This points to the
need to further develop methods for introducing single
particles into the X-ray focus in sufficient density to make
sufficient measurements at high resolution. Indeed, this
could currently be one of the main factors limiting fur-
ther progress in SPI imaging. Another key conclusion is
that further work is needed in the area of single particle
diffraction pattern classification to achieve similar noise
tolerance as orientation determination, for which the ef-
ficacy of machine learning techniques in the limit of low
signal still needs to be explored. This result bodes well
for the prospects of single particle flash X-ray imaging to
near-atomic resolution at high repetition rate XFELs like
the European XFEL and LCLS-II and may help guide fu-
ture XFEL and instrument design.
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Appendix A: Intensity reconstruction details
This appendix gives the detailed steps applied to re-
construct the intensity volume from the full dataset with
14 772 frames shown in Sec. IV C. A similar procedure
was used for the reduced data set reconstructions whose
results are described in Sec. V. All intensities were recon-
structed using Version 1.0.4 of the Dragonfly software.
The virtual powder sum from all the patterns is shown
in Fig. 7a. Figure 7b shows the mask used when re-
constructing the intensities. The innermost pixels inside
the central speckle were not used to determine the orien-
tations because of saturation. Some other regions were
completely excluded from either orientation determina-
tion or to calculate the average 3D intensity.
First, the photon converted patterns were downloaded
as HDF5 files from the CXIDB. Each file contains pat-
terns from a single experimental run. The photons
were first converted to the sparse .emc format using
the script h5toemc.py. The configuration file used
for this reconstruction is shown in Fig. 8. The file
specified by in mask file is provided along with the
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FIG. 7. (a) Virtual powder sum of all 14 772 patterns, shown
with a logarithmic color scale. (b) Detector mask used in
orientation determination and intensity reconstruction. The
‘black’ pixels were ignored completely. The ‘ochre’ pixels were
used to calculate the average intensity in 3D but not to cal-
culate the orientations. The ‘white’ pixels were used for both
orientation and average intensity calculations.
Dragonfly source code and is shown in Fig. 7b. The
make detector.py utility was used to generate the de-
tector file detailing which voxel was sampled by every
pixel. The ewald rad parameter sets the q-space size
of a voxel which is defined to be 1/lambda/ewald rad.
amo86615 PR772.txt is a text file containing the names
of the converted emc files from every run. 100 iterations of
the EMC algorithm were performed starting from a ran-
dom starting model (uniform random numbers at each
voxel).
For all the cases where the data set was split into two
halves, the selection option was added in the [emc]
section and set to odd only and even only for the two
halves respectively. Since the intensity reconstruction is
invariant to an overall rotation, the two half-data set vol-
umes were rotationally aligned with each other using the
compare utility in Dragonfly. This program maximizes
the overall CC1/2 between the two models within a ra-
dius range and also calculates the value of CC1/2 as a
function of q (as shown in Fig. 4a.
Appendix B: PM and PS are projections
Equation 3 for PM describes the rescaling of both the
background and signal Fourier magnitudes by the square
root of the ratio of measured to calculated intensities.
The Fourier space modulus constraint requires that the
calculated intensity defined in Eq. 2 equals the measured
modulus
√
Imeas. Icalc has three components at each
voxel, namely the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier
transform of the electron density and the background,
which is allowed to vary independently. The constraint
set, therefore, represents the surface of a sphere with ra-
dius equalling the measured modulus. The projection of
a general point, {Re(F [ρ]), Im(F [ρ]), B} to this sphere is
just a rescaling of this 3-vector by the ratio of the mag-
nitudes.
The support projection applies different operations to
[parameters]
detd = 586
lambda = 7.75
detsize = 260 257
pixsize = 0.3
stoprad = 40
ewald_rad = 650.
polarization = x
[make_detector]
in_mask_file = aux/mask_pnccd_back_260_257.byt
out_detector_file = data/det_pnccd_back.dat
[emc]
in_photons_list = amo86615_PR772.txt
in_detector_file = make_detector:::out_detector_file
num_div = 10
output_folder = data/
log_file = EMC.log
need_scaling = 1
beta = 0.001
beta\_schedule = 1.41421356 10
FIG. 8. Configuration file used to perform Dragonfly recon-
structions with the entire data set of 14 772 patterns.
the two halves of the iterate. For the electron density
ρ(x), the “voxel number” constraint states that at most
N voxels have non-zero density. The projection to this
constraint set under a Euclidean metric is just to let these
N voxels be the ones with the highest absolute value.
Note, however, that unlike the conventional fixed support
constraint, this “voxel number” constraint on ρ is non-
convex. For the background volume, B(q), the constraint
requires that the background be spherically symmetric.
Stated another way, the voxels within the same radial bin
should have the same value. The projection to this set is
to replace the background magnitude by its azimuthally
averaged value.
Appendix C: Iterative phasing details
This appendix contains some additional implemen-
tation details about the phase retrieval procedure
described in Section III. The code used to perform
the reconstructions in this work can be found here:
https://github.com/andyofmelbourne/3D-Phasing.
The configuration file used is described in Fig. 9.
As in the intensity reconstructions, the central speckle
intensities were not found to be trustworthy and were
masked out up to a radius of 6 voxels from the cen-
ter. This means that during the modulus projection PM ,
these voxels were left unmodified. In addition to this
central region, a 7-voxel thick shell at the edge of the
sphere of reconstructed intensities was also masked out
in order to avoid ringing artifacts due to truncating half
a speckle.
As mentioned in Section III B, the reconstruction from
the different random starting guesses need to be aligned
with respect to each other before averaging and calcu-
lating the PRTF. This is done in three steps, first by
translating the volumes such that the center of mass of
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[input]
script = ’make_input.py’
fname = ’’
dtype = float
shape = 125, 125, 125
padd_to_pow2 = True
inner_mask = 6
outer_mask = 57
outer_outer_mask = 64
subtract_percentile = None
mask_edges = True
spherical_support = None
[geom]
energy = 2.56348259328e-16
detector_distance = 586.0e-3
voxel_size = 901.538461538e-6
[phasing]
script = phase.py
repeats = 400
iters = 100ERA 200DM 200ERA
[phasing_parameters]
voxel_number = 2000
support = None
background = True
hardware = cpu
dtype = double
[output]
path = ’’
FIG. 9. Configuration file used to reconstruct electron density
from the 3D intensity distribution for all data sets.
each of them is at the origin. Second, since the objects
are assumed to be complex-valued in general, a global
phase is removed by subtracting the mean phase over all
voxels. Finally, in order to remove a central inversion
uncertainty, one solution (for convenience, the first) is
taken as the reference For each of the other solutions,
the error with respect to the reference for both the origi-
nal and the center-inverted version is calculated and the
one with lower error is retained.
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